Dear Patient ,
for a specific reason we have chosen the name teampraxis
(team private clinic). In offering the best service possilble we,
Klaus Zalto M.D and Bettina Allgaier M.D, cooperate as a team –
in favour of our patients.
Being a team we are able to respond to your problems in the
appropriate way due to diffenrent subspecialications which we
are specialized in - never the less we shall always give you the
personal and private atmosphere to talk to your chosen Gynae.
If you chose our consultations we shall be there for the different
phases of your life, help or support you in case of illness and give
emergency care 24 / 7 as we are the teampraxis a – z.
We know that time is precious these days and everybody is in a
constant hurry.
When you visit us for your consultation you will see that through
the well chosen ambience as well as the warm wellcome by our
receptionist and last but notleast us Gynaes time is just for you.
There is always enough time for you to talk and forward your
questions. We have time and it is for you to decide how much
you want to use of it.
Through 20 years of expericnce and international education in
the field of medicine we know we will not be able to solve all
your problems or always give you cure from every disease but
we can offer time and will be comitted to you and your needs.
Our anglo – saxon medical background will help you to be
treated in the most efficient state of the knowledge way.
In case of further specialist need we will be able to refer to
national or international renown colleagues. As much as we
have seen in medicine, in suffering, we know we gained a lot
of experience but one of us will never be as good as two of us,
sharing our experience for your wellbeing.
We hope to see you in our clinic!
your teampraxis a-z
Bettina Allgaier and Klaus Zalto

